
BEST OF 2006 lists

Rue Morgue's staff and 
readership voted HEAD TRAUMA 
the best indie feature of 2006
” A Waking Nightmare – Head Trauma, one of 
this year’s most ambitious independent feature 
films, draws upon both real-life tragedy and 
familiar horror archetypes to fashion a unique 
psychological thriller.” 

Horrorreview.com named HEAD TRAUMA the #1 
film of the year in its annual top 10 list
”As a filmmaker turned critic, I can't help but watch films from the 
artistic point of view sometimes. Head Trauma may be more of a 
suspenseful thriller than a horror film. I'm a big fan of Alfred 
Hitchcock's work, and Head Trauma's director Lance Weiler directed 
this film like Hitchcock would direct his own movies. Very well written 
and directed. Head Trauma is my top film of 2006. “

Creature Corner named HEAD TRAUMA the #1 
film of the year in its annual horror wrap-up
” This movie lived up to my expectations and passed them. Probably 
the creepiest film to come out all year. What is it about this film that 
makes me love it so much? Is it the mood, is it the interesting 
characters, the clever script? All of those.”



Twitch named HEAD TRAUMA one of the top 10 
experiences of 2006
”One of this year's touchstones... Creepy, man, creepy. Kudos to 
Lance Weiler.”

Fatally Yours named HEAD TRAUMA one of the 
top 10 films of the year - #2 behind the Descent
” A mind-bending film that keeps you guessing to the end, Head 
Trauma is filled with dream-like and creepy imagery. It is one of the 
few horror movies of 2006 that made me jump in my own living room 
while viewing it. Extra impressive is the fact that it was made on a 
very limited budget and features many inventive camera angles.”

Cinephelia HEAD TRAUMA is one of the top 10 
indie films of 2006
“Head Trauma” is by far the best American horror I have ever seen.
Finally a film comes out that perfectly blends traditional horror with a 
psychological horror, this is a new breed of horror…let’s call it 
intelligent horror.  I’m giving this film my first ever 10 and have to say 
the hopes and dreams of the great American horror are now on 
Weiler’s shoulders.

Evil Dread calls HEAD TRAUMA one of the best 
indie films of 2006
“Weiler's Head Trauma is without a doubt one of the best indie films 
to come out in 2006. With its Hitchcock feel that is constantly there 
mixed with Asian influences such as Ringu and Dark Water, Head 
Trauma is a film that will probably make you jump high when 
watching it, not to mention that it may creep you out as well. Grow 
some nails before you watch this one so you don't start grinding your 
fingers down by mistake.”


